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STATIONS of the ARKWORK

Text towards an opera to be titled
OIOION or KEL VALHAAL and the REIGN ARRAY

"And my aim, from the beginning, has been to give myself - totally."
-Henry Miller

The pond was frozen black with flame.  Solid blocks of black fire.

Certain things I forgot about but then remembered: Kel Valhaal has seven eyes.  "The 
seven eyes can always circulate, but we must wipe away the sleep so that we can see, 
because OIOION is quite voluptuous - but she has a certain translucence that makes 
her easy to miss."  

Malfunctining NPCs who cannot hear their names but instead stagger in a loop waiting 
for a command but in fact not waiting at all. "Grabbing the rings of saturn, gathering 
them together and weaving a lasso.  Melting the lasso and forging a yoke."

The seven eyes: [Egon, Arger and Anders], Fairfield, Reign ARRAY, The Diadem Star of 
Tiara, Holzwege, Efrain, Traynor

The Stations of the Arkwork:  It should be understood that there is a geographical 
component.  The twin rivers of time.  And the names of the rivers are Oscilla and 
DevRam.  

Here the Stations will be enumerated: Oscilla, whose modes are despair, striving and 
union.  Apophasis, the refusal of any one domain.  Revelation, in Schiller's sense: the 
meaning that ties together a series is produced at the end of the series.  Mediators, 
idols to kill.  Alchemy.  Holzwege, my lack of free access to that which I contain.  I go on 
random walks.  Fraya, the affirmation of the loose thread.  Oscilla, Apophasis, 
Revelation, Alchemy, Holzwege, Fraya, Apocalypse, Traynor, Medellia

The Arkwork: A heap of splinters glued together.  The normative sorrow enlisting rose-
colored support.  The issue at stake is ontological: pain and destruction are more real, 
and better, than pleasure.  Or? Orbit around the stunning vacuole and you will discover 
that if you are to move freely there must be a stage of broken windows and slashed 
muscles.  Travel forward is ineluctable, and there are obstacles which differ in nature 
from one another.  What about the oscillation between forgetting and remembering?

I am drowning

Nothing will come of this because I am already bored of it.  The flesh curve of the ruby 



eye watering with liquid sunlight buzzes with delight at the slightest touch.  Seminal 
antiquity wasn't there until now.  White salt erupts like dry black barrel-powder.  I am 
wounded: yet I press on, cradling the wound in my arms like a soft, tender cain.  There 
is foliage all around me limiting my field of vision.  The horizon: I wear it as a blue halo. 

I am afraid and drop out of my reverie.  Build a structure -  otherwise where will you 
climb?  So there must be principles.  I heard once about five principles: 

1. maintain corporate culture
2. differentiate yourself
3. know how to adapt
4. be able to adapt quickly

I forget the fifth.  My principles are Oscilla, Revelation, Feedback, Holzwege, Fraya, 
Apocalypse, Alchemy, Traynor and Right Effort.  

The Stations of the Arkwork are seven in number.  They form an apparatus.  They stand 
at attention like the King's Guard.  Their simultaneity leaks all over their seriality.  The 
torches are licking the archway.  The data form a whirl of hail pellets.  Oceania has 
joined together with the Occident.  The sphere has blown apart and readies itself to 
reform: smaller, denser.  

Oscilla threads around RevDam, a river encircling the sea like a ribbon.  RevDam is a 
watery open eye sustaining coagulations of dross.  Kel Valhaal leaps from one gear to 
another, dwarfed by his own parts, tossed around by his organs, thrown from his horse.  

Moment is running in place, presenting five doors.  A wreath hangs suspended in the 
sky.  Every atom withers imperceptibly.  The Second Station presents itself: Revelation! 
A Siberian tiger, black and white, enters the scene and lays his elbows on a rug.  
Yawning, lying in wait.  For what?  

Somewhere a missed opportunity for a magical moment is bemoaned.  
Somewhere a figure pushes through the darkness with his red crown and shrieks at a 
whitecoat M.D.  Blood and sinews coordinate their efforts with bone and bile, and a 
starving deluded creature is animated.  
The weight of glory makes itself felt and many are crushed by the force it exerts 
downwards - the force it must exert to sustain its position on high.  A little detail is 
uncovered.  A broom sweeps at a mixture of dust and dust-sized debris in a corner but 
is unable to dislodge everything.  Patient, humble effort.  

++Discussion: White Flag++

You have to consider the popping up of white flags

HEILIGEN-CRYOGEN: The only unacknowledgeable thing that you refuse to hit at 
hasn't had its day in ages.  Unless a quorum gathers out of the shadows - unless a 
quorum materializes literally out of thin air - there is no chance that the arrangement 



won't be indefinitely sidelined.  Count yourself lucky

CERN: The systems have been go.  The jets are whistling.  Silos are nearly full, silver in 
the moonlight.  The arrangement took care of everything that has been sent to us.

FAIRFIELD: The ethical field is lodged between the primary process and the secondary 
process.  A pink skirt is wet on the knees of a doe eyed individual.  Without being 
certain, I made the conscious decision to angle my left foot towards someone whom I 
believed wasn't all there.  Except for that, I can't think of anything notable about a 
certain scenario which, for propriety's sake, the synod has chosen to give no 
appellation.

++End of Discussion++

The Sixth Station arises: the Holzwege.  A spiral with spirals for branches.  Information 
stored securely but difficult to access.  With no search engine, one stumbles upon what 
one can - that's the most that can be expected.  A heap of sensoriations linked by 
invisible threads.  A scent, a vision, a heart-flutter.  Baroque prognostications - 
worthless.  A pile of old cains that were never used.  A heap of broomsticks, a big 
homogeneous mess.  Crabs sidestepping other crabs, claws linking with talons, beaks 
tearing at spines.  Come what may, we lay down our buckets where we are.  WE make 
use of this, that and the other.  We slit open our chests at the solar plexus and our 
hearts begin to glow.  Hints of a New Idea.  A lure: a mermaid clutches her peach 
breasts and then, smiling, flexes her index finger in a curled beckoning motion.  The 
New Idea is on its way.  Someone will be tapped on the shoulder.  They make ready to 
roll out the carpet.  

II.

++Excellence
Layers of flesh bulge all around your hips

++United
Never before did something feel as good as a dagger in its hilt, waiting

++Severance
A second wind arrives, and you don't need to push anymore because it is pulling you.  
People think that wind pushes - not so: it pulls

Asking the curve of your thigh for a loin wrench.  Patiently modulating weathered slings.

Empyrean peals squealing and spades of twos.  I'm not…don't say it!  I *am* strong 
enough for my vision.  Pressed up against the threads of life.  Honesty is the best policy.  
We landed in the cab like dumb rocks.  Stasis, paralysis, loneliness.  Shirking 
responsibility that wasn't mine to begin with.  An aria from Tosca.  Riverside Park's cool 
stones.  The way that an idea loses its urgency.  Flailing, peaceful.  Disengaging.  What 
are you about?  Up against a lot.  Lots to prove.  Bring your Sunday Best.  Extend your 



sick clammy hand.  Join together with maples of widened girth.  Dangling by a broken 
thread.  Hatchets zooming through a brittle petal.  Auscular ululations.  Type it out later.  
Print out some Emerson essays.  Aren't you better yet?  Staples of prognostication.  
Murder of the holiest frame.  

ARGER: Did you erase everything?
ANDERS: I haven't followed the coaxial memory to its conclusion - not yet.  Without a 
transistor made of vines, torn bowls can lose all their teeth.  I heard this - I didn't read it.
ARGER: Do you own any weapons?  I ask because…it was an accident.  The worst 
thing you can grind between two rocks is on my mind. 
ANDERS: Sure.  But, without any clothes, a trail of smoke is more sensitive than it 
seems
ARGER: A pink carriage with no horses.  I saw this.
ANDERS: The skeletons won't succeed in cobbling their cages, will they?
ARGER: It isn't likely.
ANDERS: THe song of the heart is dripping.  That's not the only thing.  Not everything 
was possible until the ram offered six bronze trophies to his elder statesmen.  I am 
being sawed in half by a magician - what can I say?
ARGER: Don't say anything.
ANDERS: As you wish.

How can I be as honest as possible and give myself completely?  Exchange rates are 
slipping and sliding.  It's too bad - for some.  For others its the size of a motorcade.  
Ineluctable.  The rictus of your face.  The king must call for his treasure six days before 
he actually wants to see it.  Eyes slashed in half: again!  At last we beheld the mormon 
gelding.  I began to hone my sense of drama.  Dull yellow eyes.  Work harder!  And 
don't doubt me.  Your descriptions all resemble one another. 


